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Horizontal Well Production

- Steep Production Declines
- Frequent/Hard Slugging
- High or Increasing GLRs
- High Gas Spot Rates
- Solids Production Potential
- Foamed or Highly Gas Entrained
- Can Be Very Difficult to Optimize
Horizontal Wellbores

- Longstrings (various diameters; 4.5”, 5.5”, 7”)
- Intermediate w/ TOL @ KOP or Deep Set (typical 7”x4.5”)
- Tapered Casing Sizes (e.g. 7”x5.5”)
- Often High or Higher than Desired DLS
  - Big Northing & Easting Components
  - Aggressive Azimuth Swap – Corkscrewing or Reversals
  - S-Shaped (often w/ aggressive build and roll-over)
  - Aggressive Back-Builds and Under-Cuts
  - High DLS Areas in Build of Curve
What Happens When Combined?

- Intermittent Pumping Issues, Namely Those Related to Pump Fillage and Excessive Wear
  - Gas Interference
  - Fluid Pound
  - Rod Buckling
  - Tubing Wear
  - Pump Wear
  - Rod Parts

  - All lead to costly downtime, deferred production, and high cost of repair.
Corrective Actions Applied

- Over-Pumping to Make Up for…
  - Poor Gas Separation
  - Heavy Entrained Gas
  - Poor Pump Placement
  - Inconsistent Pump Fillage
  - Inability to Pull Down PIP
  - Poor POC Control Management
  - Poor VSD Control Management
In-Corrective Actions Applied

• Placing Pump and Rods Into High DLS Environment
  – Generates Accelerated/Excessive Wear of Rods, Tubing, and Various Pump Parts.
  – Shortens Avg Runtime – Increases Failure Frequency
  – Limits Separation Options
  – Can Complicate Separation Design/Function
  – Can Have Adverse Effect on Separation Efficiency
  – Potential to Increase Solids Issues w/ Placement
  – Complicates Rod String Design
  – Makes Wear Mitigation More Difficult, Yet More Vital
Why Are We Doing It Incorrectly?

- Do we understand the capabilities and limitations of our current equipment?
- Do we know the severity of the problem(s) that exist?
- Do we understand the problems’ root cause?
- Do we know that when we apply a “fix” for the problem it will be remedied completely?
- Do we fully understand the repercussions of our actions?
How Do We Solve This Dilemma?

• Improve the Flowpath of the Produced Fluid/Gas Mix
  – Create a smaller cross-section for the mix to follow via isolation
  – Manipulate the GVF (Gas Void Fraction) DOWN and the gas velocity UP without restricting the flow and increasing PBHP

• Improve the Uptake and Quality of the Fluid/Gas Mix
  – Best mixing occurs around 68 degrees in the curve
  – Cushion the slug flow from the lateral with isolation uphole

• Get Out of the High DLS Curve
  – Only necessary when a static FL cannot be sustained above KOP
  – Becomes more viable option when above items are applied

• Utilize the Best Separation Method Available
  – Diversion separation is unparalleled in its ability to separate fluids & gas more completely, more of the time versus other methods
What Would the UPS (Ultimate Production System) Look Like?

1. Diverter Separator
2. Tool Saving Device
3. Slimline TAC
4. Custom Cup-Type Isolator w/ Centralizer
5. Properly Sized & Placed Macaroni Tailpipe
Benefits of the UPS

- Increased Production
- Improved Flow Dynamics
- Exceptionally Safe & Rugged
- More Full Pump Cards
- Lower PBHP
- Lower Failure Frequency
- Keeps Pumping Equipment Out of High DLS Curve
- Unmatched Cost-Benefit
UPS Component Review

- Diverter Sep
- Tool Saver
- Slimline TAC
- Isolator

5.5” 20#: 4.778” – 4.500” = 0.278” on one side
UPS Installation Review

- ~50 Echometer Systems have been installed
- ~25 More in Queue; more data coming quickly
- Avg Total Install Costs = ~$15,000-28,000 all-in
  - Typically $4000-6000 (avg $5020 all-in) for Echometer equipment including slimline TAC and often overnight shipping
  - Hydro-testing was even included in some install costs
  - Tailpipe variables are big contributor; L80 vs J55, 1.9” vs 1.660” vs 2” w/ TPL (thermoplastic liner), and overall length (360’-1070’)
- Zero stuck equipment to date
UPS Well #1

7” Longstring Installed June 30th
UPS Well #2

7” Longstring Installed August 1st

Graph showing oil, water, and gas levels from various dates in July and August.
UPS Well #3

4.5” Longstring Installed July 30th
• Customer in Barnett Shale states:
  – All 3 wells making approximately 60-90 mcfd prior to installs
  – Production steadily increased to over 180-400 mcfd and climbing
Questions?
Rights to this presentation are owned by the company(ies) and/or author(s) listed on the title page. By submitting this presentation to the Sucker Rod Pumping Workshop, they grant to the Workshop, the Artificial Lift Research and Development Council (ALRDC), and the Southwestern Petroleum Short Course (SWPSC), rights to:

- Display the presentation at the Workshop.
- Place it on the www.alrdc.com web site, with access to the site to be as directed by the Workshop Steering Committee.
- Place it on a CD for distribution and/or sale as directed by the Workshop Steering Committee.

Other use of this presentation is prohibited without the expressed written permission of the author(s). The owner company(ies) and/or author(s) may publish this material in other journals or magazines if they refer to the Sucker Rod Pumping Workshop where it was first presented.
Disclaimer

The following disclaimer shall be included as the last page of a Technical Presentation or Continuing Education Course. A similar disclaimer is included on the front page of the Sucker Rod Pumping Web Site.

The Artificial Lift Research and Development Council and its officers and trustees, and the Sucker Rod Pumping Workshop Steering Committee members, and their supporting organizations and companies (here-in-after referred to as the Sponsoring Organizations), and the author(s) of this Technical Presentation or Continuing Education Training Course and their company(ies), provide this presentation and/or training material at the Sucker Rod Pumping Workshop "as is" without any warranty of any kind, express or implied, as to the accuracy of the information or the products or services referred to by any presenter (in so far as such warranties may be excluded under any relevant law) and these members and their companies will not be liable for unlawful actions and any losses or damage that may result from use of any presentation as a consequence of any inaccuracies in, or any omission from, the information which therein may be contained.

The views, opinions, and conclusions expressed in these presentations and/or training materials are those of the author and not necessarily those of the Sponsoring Organizations. The author is solely responsible for the content of the materials.

The Sponsoring Organizations cannot and do not warrant the accuracy of these documents beyond the source documents, although we do make every attempt to work from authoritative sources. The Sponsoring Organizations provide these presentations and/or training materials as a service. The Sponsoring Organizations make no representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to the presentations and/or training materials, or any part thereof, including any warrantees of title, non-infringement of copyright or patent rights of others, merchantability, or fitness or suitability for any purpose.